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Session III : South

The Wild
Woman.



God picks up the reed flute world and blows.
Each note is a need coming through one of us,

a passion, a longing-pain.
 

Remember the lips
where the wind-breath originated,

and let your note be clear.
Don't try to end it.

Be your note.
I'll show you how it’s enough.

 
Go up on the roof at night

in this city of the soul.
 

Let everyone climb on their roofs
and sing their notes!

 
Sing Loud!

— Rumi



WILD SELF | SESSION III : THE SOUTH - THE WILD WOMAN

The Wild Woman of you lives and thrives in the South. This place of 
embodiment, sensuality, eroticism and emotional intelligence. She 
feels it all, she moves in her naked body so at home on the land with 
her Other-than-Human kin. She is the protectress of the voiceless 
ones, the one who has dirt under her nails, the one of you that has 
access to holy rage, to deep wells of grief, to wild, untamable love. 
This voice of you seeks pleasure for pleasures sake. She may love 
yoga, or hula hooping, or trail running or climbing. In any case, she 
loves her body as she loves the earth - every wrinkle and fold. She 
grants permission to feel - to physically feel and to emote, and she 

is big enough and wild enough to hold even the most powerful 
emotions, all of which she knows are holy. 

This one of you knows in her bones that she belongs to something 
greater than her human village. She belongs to the great rhythms of 
becoming, rising up through each of you in the form of your longings 
and your desires. She anchors herself into that place as a tree 
anchors into the soil through her roots. She knows, no matter what 
others may say, that she is whole unto herself, in communion with all 
of life, and that she has a Place that she is designed for. 

How do you know this one in you?
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from the work of Bill Plotkin - 
www.wildmindbook.com



The Wild Woman - Qualities & 
Characteristics

Way of Knowing : Feeling Sense, (Emotion 
and Intuition)

Essence : passion, emotional fluency, 
creativity, authenticity, belonging to earth 

If Not Cultivated : body dysmorphia (hard 
not to in our culture), body shame, sexual 
repression, lack of instinct, hypochondria, 
fear of the wild and wild spaces, fear of 
nature, no sense of belonging to oneself, in 
ones skin, self-exile, repression of emotion, 
squelching intuition. 

Ways to Access/Cultivate : Wilderness 
programs, sacred sexual i ty, yoga, 
drumming, singing, dancing, massage, 
gardening, self-pleasure practices, singing 
(especially raw singing/voicing).
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Great Mother
Teacher, Elder, Leader, Manifester, Activist, Mentor

Dark 
Beloved
Soul Guide, Wanderer,  
Muse, Change-Agent

Wild Self
Seductress, Wild Woman, Amazon

Innocent
Wise Woman, Trickster,  
Sacred Fool, Maiden

Map of Psyche 
Modified from the Work of Bill Plotkin 

by Laura Larriva Page of The Rhythm Way

Big Picture 
Interconnection 

One-ness 
Light-hearted 
Deep peace

Nurture 
Responsibility 

Trust 
Resourcefulness 

Abundance

Belonging to earth 
At home in body 
Sensual/Sexual 

Expressive 
Emotional Intelligence 

Transformation 
Romantic 

Guide into the unknown 
Trust in the dark 

Loves depth 
Highly imaginative
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Belonging is a river
not a goal.

Every point is holy--
but you cannot linger there

without losing yourself
for you are the motion

of your journey.
No idea,

no attainment,
no goal,

can encompass
the truth

which lives only as it dies
into new life.

Your are the pain--
let it go.

Your are the joy--
let it go.

You are actions taken and not taken--
let them go.

Your are the dream--
let it go.

Move with the mark
of the unknown upon you

and life will enter your blood like a river.
This world was always holy

and you were always a rising flame
upon its altar.

— Bernadette Miller



SESSION II REFLECTION & JOURNALING
Living into questions. This is a life practice. We’ll never be short of 
questions, nor will the best ones we carry ever truly be answered! 
Let’s begin this journey with a few stirring questions for 
contemplation or journaling. Or - better yet, you might walk with (or 
as - use your imagination) these questions on the land. Perhaps on 
your favorite trail or park. As you carry the questions (without trying 
to force a strategic answer), notice how your body feels, what 
beings or features you notice, what images or emotions might be 
present for you. Offer yourself the quality of your presence and 
attention without needing to make a story up about how you offer it 
(i.e. good or bad). Just notice.

When do you feel most alive? 

Reflect on a time when you trusted your instinct. What might 
that time tell you about your Wild Woman self? 

What is your relationship to pleasure? 

What is the most powerful emotion you’ve ever experienced? 
How did it inform you/ change you?
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Next Session We Will : 

In the next session we will be exploring our east facet 
of wholeness - the one of us who can see the big 
picture, has access to joy even in the face of 
challenge, the one who is eternally wise and forever 
young at once.
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Plotkin, Bill, Wild Mind : A Field Guide to the Human Psyche. 
(www.wildmindbook.com)

A Deep Bow to :

• My mentor in this work, Dr. Bill Plotkin (www.animas.org)

ADDITIONAL 
RESOURCES
Soulcentric Coaching Sessions with Laura

Join us on the land for our next Wild Immersion

Check out additional complementary self-guided courses and 
written resources here.

REFERENCES
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